EDGELAND ACADEMY SUPPLY LIST
2019-20 SCHOOL YEAR

General supplies needed for all classes:

1 – package of pens
2 – packages of pencils
1 – eraser/or package of eraser tops
2 – packages of loose leaf paper
1 – highlighter
1 - pocket folders
1 - box of colored pencils
1– flash drive (4G or bigger)
1 - pack of post it pads
1 – pencil case
2 – boxes of tissues
1 –Clorox wipes
1 – hand sanitizer

Academic supplies – buy ONLY the supplies for the subjects you are enrolled in:

**Math – Iantorno/Santavicca** – one 2-inch binder, one scientific calculator
MUST purchase a CASIO fx – 300 ES Plus Natural V.P.A.M.

**Math - Terrell** - one -2 inch binder, one pack of dividers, 2 pocket folders, one scientific calculator, pack of colored pencils.
MUST purchase a CASIO fx – 300 ES Plus Natural V.P.A.M.

**Social Studies – Conetta/Halstead** - two marble notebooks, one pocket folder

**Read 180 – Archino** - one marble notebook, earbuds with a microphone

**Science – Berlingo/Watson** – one 3-inch binder

**Italian- Figura** - one Italian/English Dictionary, one pocket folder, one marble notebook.

**Italian – Martinez** – 1 marble notebook, 2-two pocket folder, 1 pack of index cards

**Spanish- Temple**– earbuds, 2 pocket folders, or small binder, or section in a large binder for work.

**ELA - Sarcone** - 2 purple plastic folders, 2 marble notebooks, headphones with microphone.

**Reading – Sarcone** – 1 marble notebook, 1 plastic green folder, headphones with a microphone

**ELA - Sanderson/Calebrese** – one box of pencils and one marble notebook.

**Algebra 1- Santavicca** - graphing calculator – Recommended: TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TI-84 PLUS CE, ONE – 2 INCH BINDER, PACK OF DIVIDERS, GRAPH PAPER

**Living Environment – Roman** - one marble notebook, one 2-inch binder, one folder